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Abstract—The strategy is a very important tool for achieving a competitive advantage, to face the competition by creating product diversification and competitiveness. The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of competitive advantage in terms of low cost and differentiation to business success, as well as test variable combination of competitive advantages (low cost and differentiation of products) to business success Kartika Sari. Analysis to test the hypothesis, the which uses Multiple Linear Regression Analysis. The results showed that the application of the differentiation strategy has a significant impact on the success of Kartika Sari. But the application of competitive advantage strategies Low Cost no effect on business success, as well as the application of competitive advantage strategy combination of Low Cost and differentiation has no effect on business success or performance of the Company. The decision makers of companies, especially in the culinary industry in the application of competitive advantage generic strategies need to focus on a strategy for sustainable competitive differentiation in the creative industry in general.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The impact of the development of business and market opportunities to make creative industries more widely. The competition will increasingly steer the company towards market positioning culinary industry to constantly develop and capture market share. These conditions resulted in the company is required to always create competitive advantage businesses to survive in the market on an ongoing basis by providing a product or service quality and excellent service to customers, which is always evolving and changing so that consumers are loyal, not least culinary business Kartika Sari, patisserie which a trade mark or icon of Bandung.

Need a strategy to compete in this creative industry, because of the success of the culinary industry in market share can not be separated from business strategy plan that has been and will be implemented by each offender culinary industry. For the culinary industry, strategies generic strategies can be used as a reference for dealing culinary competition among industry players amid the dynamics of changes in consumer tastes and a variety of another creative industry is emerging as a competitor. According [1] basic purpose of strategic management is to create a competitive advantage as the most important condition for business success. All potential of the company aimed to achieve this goal with the daily operational decisions based on the long-term strategy.

According [2] the company's strategy broadly classified into three levels, namely corporate level strategy, strategic business level and functional level strategies. Corporate-level strategy with regard to the selection of domain, scope vertically, horizontally, and market linkages with the level of integration between the different businesses. Business level strategy with regard to domain selection, how companies compete effectively in an industry [3]. Functional level strategies focused on maximizing the productivity of resources in any particular function and is generally derived from the business strategy [4].

Application of generic strategies according to Porter's still relevant in the competitive industry. There are three generic strategies are cost leadership (cost leadership), differentiation and focus. The focus strategy has two variants, the focus on cost or differentiation focus on a particular segment. According to Porter generic strategy is to seek power to compete in an industry that is profitable. Competitive strategy aims to build a profitable and sustainable position against the forces that determine the competitive industry. Therefore in order to win the competition of creative industries need to have a generic strategy is clear and precise in order to have a better performance in the face of increasingly fierce competition.

Implementation of business-level strategy is essential in an increasingly competitive anticipating competition. According [5] there are two basic types of competitive advantage a company can have is a low cost strategy (cost leadership) and differentiation strategy. The significance of any strengths or weaknesses of a company is ultimately a function of the relative cost or differentiation.

From the results of previous studies, there is a gap that is according to research [6] as well as [7] indicated positive overall generic strategy and significantly improve the performance of the company. According to research [8], the company gives emphasis to both strategies are cost leadership and differentiation strategies are classified into groups of integrated strategies. [9] stated that the company is implementing an integrated strategy has a lower performance.
compared to the cost leadership strategy and differentiation strategy.

This study fills some of the gaps with a focus on creative industries, especially the culinary industry. The reason the development of the research is to bridge the gap small and medium enterprises in developing its business strategy in terms of competitive advantage that is constituted by: Efforts to empower SMEs is becoming increasingly critical associated with changes in the global business environment dramatically, so that SMEs are required to achieve a competitive advantage and were able to maintain existence [10]. Meanwhile, it was realized the competitiveness of SMEs in Indonesia are still relatively low and are vulnerable to changes in the business environment that are increasingly turbulent and uncertain. This condition affects the resulting low productivity and not least SMEs experienced a business [11]. This is because SMEs are less able to adapt and be responsive to the business environment faced due to lack of internal capacity owned [12]. In addition, customers who are very intelligent, dramatic changes in technology, the rise of many competitors offer similar products and more innovative and more different with more competitive prices. This phenomenon is a challenge SMEs, to find a business strategy that is relevant in terms of competitive advantage which is expected to have an impact on its business success.

This study will provide some important contributions to fill the gap by identifying how much influence the competitive advantage in terms of lower costs and product differentiation to business success, as well as test variable combination of competitive advantages (low cost and differentiation of products) to business success. This will broaden understanding of the competitive advantage for SMEs. The empirical findings of this study are expected to be valuable information for improving the success of the SMEs, which is based on previous empirical findings are quite diverse, from research [13]; [14];[15]; [16]; research [17]; [18]; [19].

II. EFFECT OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE OF LOW COST AND DIFFERENTIATION TO BUSINESS SUCCESS

In general, small businesses Medium has limitations in controlling strategic resources, as well as the level of market research and formal planning is still relatively low. These conditions encourage the importance of investment to develop strategic resources in line with the implementation of strategies in order to create competitive advantage and results in improved corporate performance [20]. [21] suggested that a competitive advantage can be gained from strategic resources created or acquired, maintained and developed by the company as a base the selection of competitive strategy, so that later could act as "strategic weapon" to maneuver to face market competition.

Thus, the success of SMEs in enhancing the business success is not only derived from the mastery, control, and development of strategic resources, but the application of competitive strategy according to strategic resources, is able to give an edge to compete, to succeed better business in the long term , Resource-based view to formulating some fundamental differences needed to understand the process of creating a competitive advantage SMEs better. The general distinction is made between resources and competence. Resources owned SMEs are all physical, human, and financial assets that contribute in different ways in the process of production output input. These resources utilized, in part or in whole, thus enabling the development of a number of knowledge and capabilities that generate competence.

Competitive advantage in view [5] can mean having a low cost, differentiation advantage, or focus on successful strategies. Porter believes that the competitive advantage grows fundamentally from the company's value can be created for buyers who exceed the cost of creating it. Value is what a buyer is willing to pay, and superior value derived from bid prices lower than competitors for equivalent benefits or providing unique benefits that more than offset a higher price.

Meanwhile, [22] defines as a competitive advantage over normal reception sustainable. [23] states that competitive advantage can appear on the company when their actions in the industries or markets create economic value and when a bit of the company's competitors to do the same.

According to [24], the notion of competitive advantage is an edge over competitors gained by delivering greater customer value, through lower prices or by providing more benefits that correspond with higher pricing. Some of the indicators used to measure competitive advantage is unique, rare, not easily imitated, not easily replaced, and competitively priced. [25] Stated that a competitive advantage is a collection of strategies to determine the benefits of a company from the competition between other companies. The competitive strategy includes low cost and differentiation. Furthermore, the combination of both strategies is called the focus. Basically every company competing in an industry environment has a desire to be more superior than its competitors. Competitive advantage is the relative advantage of an organization that may exceed its competitors.

Competitive advantage is basically growing from a value or benefit that the company could be created for the customer. If the company is able to create excellence through one of the three generic strategies proposed by Porter, it will obtain competitive advantage [21]. [26] States that competitive advantages are the kinds of strategies to help the company maintain its viability. The opinion was supported by [27] which states that in a competitive market, the company's ability to produce the performance, especially the financial performance, highly dependent on the degree of competitive advantage.

The success of the business is also affected by the company's specific position in the occupied industrial environments. Companies operating in the same industry may decide to adopt a different strategy, in the analysis of competitive strategy (competitive strategy also called Porter's Five Forces) of a company, Michael A. Porter introduces three types of generic strategies, which can be selected are: 1. Cost leadership, when the companies offering the same product at a lower price than its competitors. 2. Differentiation, when companies offer different products (higher quality and more functions more) at a higher price. In this case, the company
must set prices at a level sufficient to cover the higher costs in producing differentiation. If this is not done, the differentiation strategy will lead to high costs that are not covered by the company's revenue.

In a differentiation strategy, the main focus is to distinguish between products of the business unit by creating something unique for the customer (customer). 3. Focus, when companies follow one of two strategies before, but focusing on a limited segment of the market. We will have the focus on cost when the company decides to pursue cost leadership in a limited market segment and focus differentiation when it acts in accordance with the differentiation strategy.

From the research [7]; [6] generic strategy indicates overall positive and significant impact on company performance, [9] stated that the company is implementing an integrated strategy has a lower performance compared to the cost leadership strategy and differentiation strategy. According to research [8], the Company gives emphasis to both strategies are cost leadership and differentiation strategy, both generic strategies are classified into groups of integrated strategies. [14] conducted a study on the bank with the conclusion that the bank is implementing more than one strategy is superior to implement the strategy, while [28] state differentiator has a much stronger market than the cost leadership and has a positive influence on the success of business or corporate performance.

The success of the business or the company's performance by [29] is a successful company in terms of new products, as measured through the development of new products, and market development, growth share as measured through sales growth and market share, profitability measured by operating profits, profit to sales ratio, cash flow operation, return on investment, return on assets, and the product quality. Empirical support has been shown by many researchers in the use of indicators of performance of small companies[30], [31] sales growth rate, employment growth, return on assets (ROA), market share profitability, and size as an indicator in measuring the company's performance. The success of the business or the company's performance in this study was measured using the size of the sales growth, revenue growth, market share changes, and the position of competitors. The measurement scale for the fulfillment of the objectives and the relative competitive performance adapted from [18].

They then develop a hypothesis:

H1: low-cost strategies affects the success of the business.

H2: Differential strategy affect the success of the business.

H3: Strategies combination of low cost and differentiation affect the success of the business.

III. RESEARCH METHOD

The study population was Kartika sari businesses in which the owner and employees are considered to know and be able to analyze industry environment influenced by considering strategies for the establishment of low cost and differentiation. The sampling technique using saturation sampling where all members of the population used as a sample. Methods of data collection using questionnaires, interviews, and observations. Measurement of the validity of using the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), Test reliability was calculated using Cronbach Alpha. Analysis to test the hypothesis of the influence of competitive advantages (low cost and differentiation), and combinations thereof to business success, which uses Multiple Linear Regression Analysis. This type of research is done in this paper is to use descriptive research and verification. In this study, quantitative analysis of data used is Likert scale, on a five (5) from a one-point (1) - Strongly to five (5) - Strongly Agree.

Furthermore, the selected indicators to measure strategy competitive advantage in this research refers to research [17] and [18], and has been adapted where indicators of differentiation is its emphasis on new products or products that are available in order to serve customers better well, the uniqueness of the product, the quality of products, the introduction of new products into the market, the number of new products offered, the intensity of the promotion, development of the sales force and the development of the brand strong, while indicators of cost leadership is the emphasis on efficiency costs, cost reduction, efficiency of operational, sales capacity, competence prices and general cost control. The success of the business or the company's performance in this study was measured using the size of the sales growth, revenue growth, market share changes, and the position of competitors.

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

Testing of the study instrument is conducted by looking at the Validity Test, and the Reliability Test.

The measurement of quantitative validity uses Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), performed by using SPSS 11 software for Windows. The results are as follows: it can be concluded that the level of intercorrelation between variables already qualified and factor analysis can be continued as the value of KMO generated amounts to 0.769 with 0.001 significant level (≤ 0.05).

Based on the Rotated Component Matrix, it can be concluded that indicators of competitive advantages (low cost strategy of X1 and differentiation X2) and the combination of low cost and differentiation strategies (X3) as well as that indicator of business success (Y) is valid.

Reliability test results with test Cronbach alpha (α) in this study indicate that all variables of the study are reliable, since the entire value of the alpha coefficient of each study variable is greater than the standardized (0.6), so that each item on the question measurement instruments can be used.

The coefficient of determination on the model summary, showed that the value of Adjusted R Square of 0.663. This shows that the percentage contribution that independent variable influence competitive advantage (Low Cost, Differentiation) and a combination of Low Cost and Differentiation on the dependent variable Enterprises business success or performance of 66.3% the remaining 33.7% influenced by other factors not included in the model this research.
Simultaneous significance test (Test F) shows that the significant value indicates a yield of 0.040 (<0.05) so it can be concluded that the independent variable Competitive advantage (Low Cost, Differentiation), and combination strategies with the same effect on business success or Performance Company.

Partial regression coefficient test (t test) This test is used to determine whether the independent variables in the regression model X (Low Cost; Differentiation; Combination of Low Cost and differentiation) is partially significant effect on the variable Business Success (Y).

From the results of multiple regression analysis output can be presented as follows, shows table 1.

Significance Tests Effect of Partial (Test T), shows that the dimensions of the Low Cost showed insignificant value of 0.633 for > 0.05; Differentiation dimension shows significant value of 0.03; and the combination of dimensions Low Cost and Differentiation showed insignificant value 0.372 for > 0.05.

Equation of Regression Line

Multiple regression equations between Competitive advantage (Low Cost and Differentiation) and combination strategies to Business Success which produce: \( Y = 39.0 - 0.57X1 + 0.368X2 + 0.825X3 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Constant)</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>26.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Cost</td>
<td>-0.462</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiation</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Cost and differentiation</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Dependent Business Success</td>
<td>Variable:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Researcher 2016

Interpretation Results Analysis

From the analysis that has been done has proved there is the influence of variables Competitive advantage (Low Cost, Differentiation) and combination strategies to Business Success.

Coefficient Determination Adjusted R Square value is equal to 0.663. This calls shows Competitive advantages variation of independent variables (Low Cost, Differentiation) and combination strategies used in the model is able to explain the variation of 66.3% Business Success dependent variable. While the remaining 33.7% influenced or explained by other variables not included in this research model.

The degree of influence and magnitude described by the parameters of influence, b, of magnitude 39.0. This figure implies that increasing Competitive advantage (Low Cost, Differentiation) and combination strategies by 1% can be expected to affect the business success rise by 39%.

Effect of Competitive advantage (Low Cost) to Business Success

Testing individually, showed there is a significant influence of the variables Competitive advantage (Low Cost and Differentiation) with the degree of influence and different magnitudes. Direction of the relationship and the magnitude of each effect can be explained as follows: Effect of changes in Competitive advantage (Low Cost) to negative for Business Success (-0.57), Which means that with the addition of 1% in Competitive advantage (Low Cost) will be followed by a decline in business success by 57% if other variables remain presupposed; And conversely, if the Competitive advantage (Low Cost) can be saved by 1%, then the increase in business success increased 57%. Competitive advantage (Low-Cost) partially have no significant relationship with the variable business success and H1 rejected.

The argument can be explained as follows Competitive advantage (Low-Cost) consists of six (6) indicator is the cost efficiency of production, finding ways to reduce costs, operational efficiency, optimizing sales capacity, offering competitive prices, and general cost control. Low Cost strategy (cost leadership) emphasis on producing standard products (equal in every aspect) with the cost per unit is very low. This product (goods and services) are usually aimed at consumers who are relatively easily influenced by a shift in the price (price sensitive), or using price as a determining factor purchase decision. In terms of customer behavior, a strategy of this type is in accordance with the needs of customers who are included in the category of conduct low-involvement, when consumers are not (too) care about the differences between different brands, (relative) does not require product differentiation, or if there are a large number of consumers have bargaining power bargain significant.

Mainly in the commodities markets, this strategy does not only enable the company to withstand the price competition going on but also can be a market leader (market leader) to determine prices and ensure market profit rate is high (above average) and through the ways-stable aggressive way in efficiency and cost effectiveness. Sources of cost effectiveness are varied. These include the utilization of economies of scale (economies of scale), investment in the best technology, sharing cost and knowledge in the internal organization, the impact of the learning curve and experience (learning and experience curve), capacity optimization utilities, and good access to raw materials or distribution channels. In principle, the main reason for the implementation of the strategy of upstream integration (backward integration), downstream (forward integration), as well as sideways (horizontal integration) is to obtain the benefits of this low-cost strategy. To be able to run a low-cost strategy, Kartikasari should be able to meet the requirements in two areas: resources (resources) and organizations. This strategy can only be run if it has several advantages in the field of corporate resources, namely: strong capital resources, skilled in process engineering (process engineering), close supervision, easily manufactured,
as well as distribution and promotion costs low. While the field of organization, companies must have: the ability to control costs tightly, good control of information, incentives based on a target (results-based incentive allocations).

Effect of Competitive advantage (Differentiation) to Business Success

Effect of competitive advantage (Differentiation) the success of the business or the company's performance has a positive relationship amounted to 0.368%. When other variables held constant, the figure is above implies that with increasing competitive advantage (Differentiation) by 1% will increase the success of the business or the company's performance by 36, 8%. Differentiation partially variable has a significant relationship with the variable success of the business or the company's performance so that H2 is acceptable. Differentiation is a generic strategy that emphasizes the advantages of product innovation to maintain customer loyalty. In this study consisted of six indicators, namely: Development of new products or products that are available, the introduction of new products into the market, the number of new products on offer, promotion, sales force development and efforts to build a strong brand. Product Differentiation Strategy (differentiation), prompting the company to be able to find unique in its target markets.

The uniqueness of the products (goods or services) put forward allows a company trying to attract maximum interest from potential customers. How differentiation of products vary from market to market, but due to the nature and the physical attributes of a product or experience the satisfaction of (real or psychological) are perceived by consumers from consuming the products offered. A variety of different variants of shape, taste, delicacy, hygienic, does not contain preservatives, packing and ease of maintenance, a flexibility of size, convenience to shopping, and various other things that are difficult to imitate opponents just a few examples of differentiation in the culinary field. This type of regular strategy targeted at potential customers who are relatively not put the price for making the decisions (price insensitive).

It should be noted that there are various levels of differentiation. Differentiation does not provide a guarantee of competitive advantage, especially if the products are standard in circulation has been (relatively) meet consumers' needs or if competitors are able to do a quick impersonation. Examples of using this strategy right is the product that is both durable goods (durable) and difficult to imitate by competitors. Another risk of this strategy is that if the difference or uniqueness of the product offered was not appreciated (considered normal) by consumers. If this is the case, then the competitor that offers standard products with low-cost strategy will be very easy to seize the market. Therefore, the differentiation strategy, intelligence Research and Development department is very important.

The study of SMEs Kartikasari shows differentiation strategy implementation an important influence on the success of the business or the company's performance. The empirical findings of this study support previous research conducted by[15], [16], [28] and [32] that the strategy of differentiation effect on the company's performance. The findings of this research shows that the differentiation variables significantly influence the variable success of the business or the company's performance. the average value differentiation strategy smallest average indicator is 3.90, while 5 other indicators in the top four so the overall respondents rated well for the entire indicator variable of differentiation. the factor analysis of the indicators of differentiation strategy which has the highest weight is an indicator of the number 1 followed by the number 2, 5, 4, 6, and 3 so that implementation of the strategy of differentiation indicators that need attention is on the development of the diversity of innovation of new products with variants of new flavors and product availability in the market, sales force development, promotion and the rate of new product introduction to the market.

Effect of Combination Strategy Competitive advantage (Low Cost and Differentiation) to Business Success

Combination strategy is to combine elements of Competitive advantage (Low Cost and Differentiation). The indicator is the merger of the two strategies Competitive advantage Low Cost and Differentiation. The study of SMEs Kartika sari showed that the combination of strategy implementation does not significantly influence the success of the business or the company's performance. The results of this study support previous research conducted by [9]; [19] Of the average indicator value combination strategy under four (4) so that the overall respondents rated not good enough for the entire indicator variable combination strategies. Empirical findings support the hypothesis that the results of test results are not significant.

Combination strategy is a combination of two or more strategies are applied simultaneously. However, it should be noted that a combination of strategies must be operated very carefully because if too in bringing more complex risks. There is no company that can implement all strategies simultaneously despite all intended to provide a profit to the company. Therefore, amid the difficulty of the decision taken, the scale of good and proper priorities need to be built. This is needed because the resources owned company certainly has its limitations. Priority is needed, because the combination of strategy implementation will mean the deployment of resources and organizational capabilities that may be read by competitors, so they can take the steps that it is jeopardizing the company's position. In a highly diversified company, the strategy is often implemented as a combination of the divisions that exist to apply different strategies. Likewise, companies that are attempting to maintain its operations (struggle for survival) usually apply a combination strategies of some defensive strategies simultaneously.

V. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

From this study it can be concluded that the application of the differentiation strategy has an influence which is essential to the success of SMEs Kartika sari, mainly for the following indicators: the development of products with new flavors, sales force development and promotion of the introduction of new products into the market. But the application of competitive advantage strategies Low Cost no effect on business success or performance of the Company, as
well as the application of competitive advantage strategy combination of Low Cost and differentiation has no effect on business success or performance of the company.

Further research is needed in other industries to determine the effect of competitive advantage in a generic strategy, especially in sectors other creative industry as a comparison with the culinary industry. The decision makers of companies, especially in the culinary industry for the application of competitive advantage in the generic strategies need to focus on the strategy of differentiation in order to compete sustainably in the creative industries generally.
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